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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to attempt to show the probable
uses of helicopters in connection with the practice of forestry.
The importance will be shown in the number of uses that the

helicopter may have.

The capabilities of the helicopter suit the situa

tions for which they will be tried.

The usefulness of the helicopter

will be large in the fields of forestry due to the inaccessibility of
so much of the timbered area.

The previous studies that have been made are, in large, being

held "Restricted" by the United States Army Air Forces, because of the
National Emergency.

The majority of the data for this thesis was collected from

magazines and books, which are shown in the "Bibliography".

Some of

the uses are the ideas of the author, or from conversations which took

place with interested persons.

Where comparisons were made to show a

probable use, it was attempted to make them as feasible as possible.

CHAPTER I

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE HELICOPTER

Contrary to common knowledge, the idea of vertical flight is

not new. It has been thought about, and experimented with, for a great
many years.

"True, it has been operated with a modicum of success for

only the last half a decade, but it is no new idea.

Man's first efforts

at flight were with the helicopter." (1)

The development of the helicopter was very slow.

It was not

until the United States Army Air Forces took an active interest that

the helicopter got its real impetus. Today, we have passed the guess
work stage.

We know what to build.

Much of the helicopter's progress can be accredited to the

war.

It was during this period that the helicopter proved many of its

abilities.

Now we have but to apply these war-time uses to those we

will encounter during normal times. No one should get the impression

that the conventional airplane will be replaced by the helicopter. In
most fields the helicopter will not be able to compete with the airplane.
"It will be confined to specialized uses, and in these it will
surpass the airplane." (1)

It is among these specialized uses that we

will find the helicopter working in the field of forestry.

CHAPTER II

THE PROBABLE USES OF HELICOPTERS IN FORESTRY

The need for a machine that can carry personnel to some

inaccessible spot, set them down, and then fly away is readily recog
nized.

This need is especially evident in the field of forest fire

protection where speed is the highest necessity.

It is easy to compre

hend the time that would be saved if it were possible to fly directly
to the exact location of a fire.

Therefore, probably the largest use

that the helicopter will have in the field of forestry will be in con

nection with forest fire protection.

Due to the vast number of jobs

that the helicopter might have in this field, it has been divided into
two parts:

1.

Flying Patrols to Supplement the Existing Lookouts:
There are many times when the existing lookout system is not

adequate.

Also there are times when the visibility is low, and it

would be very advantageous if there were some way by which the area might
be observed more closely.

The conventional airplane was used in this

way as far back as 1919, but was discontinued due to the cost.

It has

been used sparingly during times of extreme need for closer observation.

The ability of the helicopter to fly, even in bad weather,
should make its use possible even during periods of extremely low
visibility.

The helicopter can proceed when it literally has to feel

its way along.

This was readily shown on January 3, 1944, when a Navy

destroyer exploded off Sandy Hook.
Blood plasma was needed immediately.

helicopters in lower Brooklyn.

Men were killed and badly injured.
The Coast Guard had some

Commander Frank A. Erickson, Chief of

the Base, secured clearance.

"All other aircraft were grounded by very

low clouds, freezing rain and snow, and high winds". (9)

Commander

Erickson flew a helicopter to the Battery two miles away, picked up the
plasma, and flew to Sandy Hook.

With the helicopter he finished the

job more quickly than could have been accomplished by any other means. (9)
This feat alone proves the ability of the helicopter to fly

under very trying conditions.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume

that the helicopter could follow in the wake of a lightning storm, or
it could fly over an area that could not be seen from the existing
lookouts, due to low visibility.

It would be possible to see small fires

that would otherwise get a very good start before being seen from the
lookouts.

In connection with following in the wake of lightning storms,
it would be possible to patrol the area covered by the storm, with the

helicopter, thereby discovering the "sleepers" at a much shorter time.
The conventional airplane has been flown in both the above
uses but there are times when it is not safe to fly.

This should not

be such a great problem for the helicopter, due to its proven capabilities
and air worthiness.

Figure I

Helicopter Flying Low Over Forest
Showing Its Ability To Hover,
Allowing The Observer A Much Better View.

2.

The Helicopters' Uses in Connection With Fire Suppression:

"Speed of Attack" has become the highest essential in forest
fire suppression.

More and more, the value of attacking the fire while

it is small has been realized.

Therefore, if there is in our command

a vehicle that can deliver us directly to the location of the fire, it

would greatly lower the toll taken on our forests by fires.

From all appearances, the helicopter has the required cap

abilities of a vehicle for doing just this.

The helicopter's ability to

land in confined spaces, or to lower men by the use of ladders, would make
it possible to place men at the exact location of a fire very soon after
it was discovered.

For landing space the helicopter needs only enough room for

its rotors.

The ground at the landing point need only be fairly level

and free from large rocks.

The accuracy with which the machine can be

landed enables it to land in any small area or clearing in the forest.
To prove this accuracy, tests were carried out by drawing chalk marks on

a landing field.

The helicopter was guided to this spot with extraordinary

accuracy. (7).
Other tests were oarried on, where the machine had to land

between obstructions.

Such would be the case if the helicopter were

required to land in a small clearing in the forest.

The helicopter's

performance during these tests was such that it can be assumed that it

would be capable of landing in any small, fairly level opening in the
forest.

There will be times when the helicopter will be unable to land

because of the lack of a suitable opening.

If this is the situation, it

will become necessary to land the men, while hovering, by the use of
rope ladders or power driven hoists.

This ability was proven in air-sea

rescues made by the Coast Guard.

Here the helicopter stopped over a

sea-tossed ship or boat and picked up men from the deck.
by a motor-driven hoist containing 75 feet of cable.

This was done

The cable would

be lowered, secured to the person, and then hoisted quickly alongside

the cabin door. (7) If men can be picked up from a sea-tossed ship, it
is reasonable to assume that men could be lowered to the ground near the
edge of a forest fire. Also, in these tests, injured men were taken from

the ship on stretchers which were lowered to the ship's deck, or to the

lifeboat, then pulled snugly beneath the frame of the helicopter for the

homeward trip. (7) This ability of the helicopter could be applied in
lowering supplies and equipment to a fire. Also, it proves the ability
to recover the equipment and excess supplies from the scene of the fire

after it was completely suppressed. This same use could be applied in
removing men from the fire.

Another use for the helicopter in fire suppression will be that

of reconnaissance on the going fire. The great variable in speeds that

the helicopter is capable of making enables the observer to get a much
clearer view.

If a closer examination is necessary, the helicopter can

hover while the observer examines the area, turning around or backing up
if it is necessary.

If the helicopter were equipped with a two-way radio it would
be possible to have direct control over the fighting crew on the fire

line. From this vantage point, directly above the fire line, the
observer may see the behavior of the fire much better.

This use has

already been tried and proven on the Angeles National Forest in
California.

Another form of reconnaissance will be that of scouting and

mapping. The helicopter will have the job of carrying the scout, who

will keep the fire boss informed of the situation on the complete fire
line.

This use was also proven on the Costaic fire in the Angeles

National Forest. (3)
over".

During this fire there was an 800 acre "break

This was when the main fire broke over the existing lines and

raced into the rough country beyond,

Yifith the helicopter the scout made

a reconnaissance of this 800 acre area in less than three-quarters of an

hour.

It was concluded that this was much faster than any other method

of scouting, and many of the important details were provided that might
have been missed if the scouting had been done from the ground.
The speed with which this type of reconnaissance was done, and

the fact that the required details were included, makes this type of
scouting the fastest and best method that is now available.

When a fire

boss can be assured of this fast, yet reliable, means of gathering data,
it will undoubtedly be one of the largest means for saving time and man
power on forest fires.

One of the problems encountered while flying over a going fire
is that of unusual wind currents.

These currents have had destructive

effects upon conventional aircraft and have made it unsafe to fly them
over a going fire.

From the report on this same fire on the Angeles

National Forest (3), it was concluded:

"That the helicopter was far

less affected by these severe air currents than the conventional air

craft".

The helicopter's ability to withstand these wind currents is due

to its mode of flying.

The rotors and their action tend to lessen the

effects of such currents and of up-drafts and down-drafts.

On this same fire (3) the helicopter was used to drop supplies
to a fire camp which tos established in an inaccessible area.

All the

materials and supplies for building and maintaining this camp were flown

in and dropped at the camp site.

On this occasion (3) the loads carried

to the "fly camp" by the helicopter were dropped from a low altitude,
and at speeds under 40 miles per hour.

The results were said to have

been good.

The helicopter used was not equipped with the new "high lift
blades", and therefore could not land with pay loads.

These "high lift

blades", a recent development, are wider rotor blades that enable the
helicopter to lift a greater pay load.

This advancement is the result

of recent research on the improvement of the helicopter carrying heavier
loads.

From the results of these few flights it can be assumed that

the helicopter will have a permanent place in the scouting, mapping, and
supplying of inaccessible fires.

It is not beyond comprehension that the

helicopter may become the "pack mule" of the agencies concerned with
forest fire suppression.

Hall (4) in his article, "Weapons For the Fire Front", believes
it is not beyond reason that in the near future the helicopter may be

seen as the "flying fire engine".

It is hardly conceivable, yet it is

possible that the helicopter, armed with specially adapted bombs, will
be able to extinguish the fire by dropping these bombs.

The bombs will

be made up of chemicals that will extinguish the fire upon bursting.

It

is also possible that the helicopter equipped with high lift blades, water
tank, and pump may perform adequately as such a machine.

Think what a machine such as this would mean to

fire protec

tive agencies which are continually being confronted with lightning fires
in the more inaccessible areas.

It would be possible to extinguish

these fires from the air literally as soon as they were discovered.
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It is very reasonable to assume that the helicopter will have
a very large job in the field of forest fire protection, and especially
so in the more inaccessible areas,

3.

Servicing Inaccessible Lookouts and Other Stations:

In close connection with the transporting of equipment and

supplies, also a part of fire protection is the job of servicing lookout
stations.

Many of these stations can only be reached by trail, and the

job of supplying them lias been done by pack mule.

This job is slow and

consequently many stations are not serviced as often as they should be.
The helicopter would eliminate this time-consuming climb and make it
possible to service these inaccessible stations much oftener.

would lessen one of the foresters' problems.

This alone

It would be much easier to

fill these positions if the workers were assured that they would be
serviced regularly and more often.

Many of these stations have sufficient space to land the heli

copter, and at those stations where space is lacking it would be possible
to lower the supplies by the use of the hoist.

Here we have another use that the helicopter will have in the
field of forestry,

4.

Probable Uses in Controlling Insect and Disease Attacks:

The airplane has revolutionized the controlling of insect

attacks upon our forests.

Doane, VanDyke, Chamberlain, and Burke in

their book, "Forest Insects", (6), state that "airplane dusting at last
gave us a weapon with which we could combat some of the destructive
insect outbreaks".

In many cases dusting with conventional airplanes over forest
and snag infested land was dangerous.

The wind drafts that exist over
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mountainous land were partially the cause for such dangers.

These dangers

required the airplanes to fly at a higher altitude and thereby lessened
the effects of the dust.

The helicopter, with its low speed and ability to

fly low over the tree tops with considerable safety, will certainly en
hance the effects of the dusting.

Harland Manchester in his article in the Reader's Digest (7),
has stated:

"The helicopter appears to be the ideal vehicle for spraying

D.D.T. and other insect-killers."

Tests conducted by the Coast Guard in

cooperation with the Department of Agriculture have been carried out on
hundreds of acres.

In these tests it was found that the down-draft from

the whirling blades forced the solution under the leaves and around the

base of the plants, killing all the beetles.

Most of the tests were carried out on insects of agricultural
plants, but it is reasonable to believe that the same effect will result
in the spraying or dusting of forest insects and diseases.

The maneuverability of the helicopter should enable it to get
better coverage.

Therefore, the helicopter's use in this dusting will

give better coverage, more effective dissemination of the dusts, lower
risk possibilities, and less time taken in dusting.

These four reasons

should make the helicopter a very effective means for controlling insects
and diseases that attack our forests.

i, fpr

*

i

Figure II

Helicopter Dusting Agricultural Crops

'••

•

5,

Use in Reforestation:

It is possible to provide for restocking of burned and loggedover land by direct seeding from the air.

In the past most of the

experiments made on direct seeding were not too successful.

There was

always a large loss of seed due to rodents, and many of the seeds failed
to germinate.

The Crown-Zellerbach Corporation is planning an experiment

on direct seeding by helicopter in Clatsop County, Oregon.
ment is to cover some 600 acres of logged-over forest land.

This experi
C, W. Richen,

Chief Forester for the firm's Columbia River Division, has said: (8)

"A newly developed tree seed pellet, coated with fertilizer, root hormone,
and substances toxic to rodents, would make tree seeding by air practical
for the first time".

There is reason to believe that seed coated with fertilizer and

root hormone will get a high percentage of germination.

With this, and

the losses due to rodents reduced by the toxic substances, a good stand
of reproduction should result.

In this program, as all others in forestry, the helicopter is

being used because of its capabilities.

Here again the ability to fly

low, and yet with safety, makes the seeding much more reliable.
If this experiment is a success, the helicopter will have a
large job in seeding much of the logged-over and burned forest land

which is now idle, from the production standpoint,
6.

Probable Uses in Aerial Survey and Mapping:

The airplane has proven its value in both aerial mapping and
in surveying.
areas.

Its high speed has been an advantage in mapping large

Men have become skilled to the extent that they can make almost
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any type of map from aerial photographs. Yftiile the conventional aircraft
will be used in the majority of aerial photography, the helicopter will

have its specific jobs, Morris in his book, "Pioneering the Helicopter",
(8) is of this idea — he says:

"There are many applications of aerial

photography where the helicopter will prove more suitable than the con
ventional airplane".

The regulated speed and ability to traverse narrow places will
make this possible.

This would be especially true of a detailed survey

of a narrow canyon area.

The helicopter has already been used in the mapping of a going

fire (3).

The results obtained lead us to the conclusion that it would

be possible to map forested areas.

Mr. Macauley in his book, "The Helicopters Are Coming" (10),
states the uses of the helicopter in this connection:

"Another important consideration is that the helicopter could be
used to determine the precise altitude of any landmark, whether it

happened to be the stream bed, in a narrow gorge, or the peak of
a mountain".

It is safe to assume that the helicopter will have a variety
of uses in the survey and mapping fields of forestry.
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Figure III

Helicopter Flying Low In Forested Canyon
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7.

Estimate of Standing Timber By Aerial Reconnaissance:

The conventional type aircraft has been used when reconnaisanoes
were wanted covering large forested areas.

be merely overall estimates.

Of course these cruises could

The helicopter would be much better adapted

for this type of work because of its lower speed and ability to fly lower
with a high degree of safety.

The helicopter could be used where the percent of stocking is
wanted.

This has been done by the use of aerial photographs, and the

helicopter's use in connection with aerial photographs was mentioned before
under aerial mapping.

The percent of stocking of reproduction within

specified limits could be determined by direct observation from the

helicopter.

The reproduction would have to be of sufficient age to

overtop the brush or bracken, and therefore would not be possible on

small seedlings.

This would be possible with the helicopter's low speed

and hovering capabilities.

It is possible that this type of cruising, from the helicopter,
would have the required degree of accuracy.

The estimator would have to

be trained and checked by ground cruises, but by these checks it would be
possible to reach the required degree of accuracy.

This type of estimate would be of much use in large inaccessible
areas, also for large extensive cruises.

8.

Use in Determining High Hazard, Insect Infested, and Disease Infested
Areas:

The need for some machine to facilitate the location and control

of disease and insect infestations is easily recognized.

Many of these

infestations cover rather large areas before they are discovered.

they require a great deal of effort and expense to control.

Then

Gregory (1)
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believes the helicopter is the exact machine for this.

He says:

"The

helicopter, flying low at nearly zero speed, would enable biological
experts to spot plant diseases and to take immediate measures to control
them".

The helicopter would be able to cover large areas, yet it could
also be used in close observation of any spots that are suspected of dis
ease or insect attack.

With this machine it would be possible to apply

corrective measures at a much earlier time.

The helicopter, equipped for dusting, could be used for
locating the attacked area, and controlling it at the same time.

This

would be a saving in both time and expense.

9,

Uses Closely Correlated To Forestry:
A,

Use in Fish Planting
This may not be the specific job of foresters but it is one

that is very closely connected with forestry.

Many times in the past the

forester has been called upon to help in the planting of fish,

Y/ith the helicopter's capabilities, many fish would be saved,

due to the speed with which they could be transported to the exact spot
of planting.

This use is mentioned by Gregory (1),

He states:

"It could also be used to transplant fish from the hatcheries that the
government has established in an effort to restock the hundreds of
trout streams and inland lakes. Airplanes have already been doing this,

but the helicopter would be better suited to the job."
Also, it would be possible to plant in lakes and on rivers where

it has not been possible before due to the extreme length of time con
sumed in travel, or by the fact that the places were totally inaccessible,
B,

Use in Snow Surveys or Rescues in Snow
Another use closely connected with forestry work is that of snow

surveys.

Also, foresters are sometimes called upon for rescue work in the
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snow covered forests.

In Sweden the autogiro has proven its capabilities and from all

appearances the helicopter will be just as successful,

Igor Sikorsky (5)

believes the helicopter will be used due to its ability to take off

vertically,

"A heavy snowfall will immobilize airplanes and motor car

until runways and roads are clear.

But the helicopter, rising directly

from the snow, is not snowbound,"

Although seemingly minor in appearance, these uses and others
of this type will no doubt become large in the future.

As the use of

the machine progresses, and development is carried on, new uses will be

found.
unknown.

In this respect the real future of the helicopter is perhaps
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CHAPTER III

SUMIAJIY AND CONCLUSIONS

The probable uses of the helicopter in connection with the
practice of forestry are summarized as follows:
1.

Flying patrols to supplement existing lookouts.

2.

Uses in connection with fire suppression.

(a)

(b)

Landing men and equipment on going fires.

(1)

Landing directly with the helicopter.

(2)

Landing by use of ladder or power hoist.

Removal of men and equipment from scene of fires.
(1)

Direct removal by landing helicopter.

(2)

Removal by use of ladder or power hoist.

(c)

Reconnaissance of going fires,

(d)

Mapping of going fires,

(e)

Suppression of fires directly from the air.

3.

Servicing of inaccessible lookouts and other stations.

4.

Controlling insect and disease attacks.

5.

Reforestation by direct seeding from the air.

6.

Aerial survey and mapping.

7.

Estimate of timber from aerial reconnaissance.

8.

(a)

Direct reconnaissance.

(b)

Percent of stocking from aerial photographs.

(c)

Percent of stocking by direct observation.

Determination of disease and insect infested areas.
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9.

Closely correlated uses.

(a)

Planting of fish.

(b)

Snow surveys.

(c)

Rescue work.

It has been shown that the helicopter has the capabilities that

are required in many plans of the field of forestry.

There are many times

when it is necessary to go to some relatively inaccessible point.

The

value of this machine that can take off from a very small confined area,
needs no special surface for taking off, can fly at any speed from 0 to

120 miles per hour, and can land in a small space which is only fairly
level and free from large rocks, is hardly conceivable.

The uses shown are perhaps only a few of the many that the

helicopter will have when it is fully developed.

Gregory (1) states its

future value in connection with all the jobs it may have in different
fields:

"Many are the wonders they will achieve — at home, at sea, over jungles,
above the ice floes, the deserts, the farm, the cities. This craft of
a certainty is an unusual machine, the product of our day and age.
Some day it may change our way of living."
In conclusion I will venture to say that the helicopter will

become the "work horse" of many organizations.
agencies practicing forestry.

It will be the machine which will tend

to erase the word "inaccessible".
of practicing forestry.

Among these will be

This alone will make easier our job
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